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ABSTRACT

Simulation models of the human operator
of advanced control systems must provide an
adequate account of the cognitive processes
required to control these systems. The
Integrated Reactor Operator/System
(INTEROPS) prototype model was developed at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to
demonstrate the feasibility of dynamically
integrating a cognitive operator model and a
continuous plant process model (ARIES-P) to
provide predictions of the total response of
a nuclear power plant during upset/emergency
conditions. The model consists of a SAINT
network vt cognitive tasks enhanced with
expertise provided by a knowledge-based
fault diagnosis model. The INTEROPS proto-
type has been Implemented In both closed and
open loop modes. The prototype model Is
shown to be cognltlvely relevant by account-
ing for cognitive tunneling, confirmation
bias, evidence chunking. Intentional error,
and forgetting.

INTRODUCTION

Continuous plant process modal* are
accepted tools for analysis of system con-
figurations under postulated modes of system
failure. In the analysis of nuclear power
plant response, for example, such • model
might Include code for neutronlcs, thermal-
hydraulics, and the control system. A more
complete systems view Insists upon Integra-
tion of all active control elements,
especially the human operator, into the
control loop(s). Otherwise, an accurate
prediction or assessment of total system
response is doubtful.

One method of modeling the control
behavior of the human operator Is to employ
conventional task analytic techniques in
order to construct a prescribed action
sequence for the operator. Such techniques
actually resemble nethods used to construct
written procedures lor operators to follow.
This approach yields results easily repre-
sented In a taslr. simulation network. It
assumes that the operator Is rational,
skilled, well-trained, motivated, and alert.
Furthermore, it Is difficult to avoid the
assumption that performance is error-free.
Error modeling is largely restricted to
unintentional action slips which can be
considered as Bernoulli processes. Inten-
tional sources of error are normally not
considered.

The problem with task-oriented perform-
ance models is that they fail to consider

the intentionality of the human operator.
An adequate operator model of an advanced
control system must be cognitively rich.
The advantage of a cognitive operator model
is not controversial. This was an Implicit
assumption of a group of human modeling
specialists who convened a workshop to
discuss cognitive modeling approaches in
nuclear power plant (NPP) operation
(Sheridan, Jenkins, and Klsner, 1982).
Woods, et al. (1966) noted that "It is
Important to model cognition In NPPs to
enhance our ability to predict and reduce
errors of intention formation, (p. 1)"

There are two broad capabilities that a
cognitive operator model should possess. It
should represent the knowledge, tacit and
explicit, of system structure and behavior
possessed by the operator. Of equal import-
ance are the processes by which relevant
knowledge is stored, accessed, and retrieved
for application in the task environment.

It is proposed that the adequacy of a
cognitive model can be evaluated by the
criterion of cognitive relevanca. According
to this criterion, It is not sufficient that
a cognitive model exhibit Intelligent,
rational, or prescribed behavior. Cognitive
model* should also demonstrate and explain
properties of natural Intelligence identi-
fied within the disciplines of cognitive
science.

This paper describes the development of
a prototype cognitive model of the human
operator In an advanced NPP. The prototype
model was developed at ORNL to support
development of advanced control systems for
liquid metfcl reactors. Model structure
embraces major operator functions identified
by a cognitive task analysis using the IDEFQ
method.

DYNAMIC INTEGRATED MODELING APPROACH

The I n t e g r a t e d Reactor Operator/System
(INTEROPS) model I s a c o g n i t i v e s i m u l a t i o n
model of the NPP opera tor and i s d i s t r i b u t e d
among l o c a l s i m u l a t i o n modules . The s i m u l a -
t i o n model s y s t e m i s c o m p r i s e d o f a: (1)
continuous plant process model and control
systems; (2) shared memory commons; (3)
Systems Analysis of Integrated Networks of
Tasks (SAINT) network model of operator
tasks ; and (4) knowledge-based model of
opera tor f a u l t d i a g n o s i s e x p e r t i s e .
S tr i c t ly speaking, INTEROPS i s a dynamic
integration of the two latter models and an
Interface to the shared memory commons.
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Figure 1. Simulation Model System

The simulation model components are
shown In Figure 1. The Advanced Reactor
Interactive Engineering Simulation for PRISM
(ARIES-P) Is a transient analysis model tor
modular Liquid Metal R«actcr (LMFt) analysis.
It contains the neutronlcs and thermal-
hydraulics code for the core, primary sodium
loop, secondary sodium loop, steam gener-
ator, header, turbine generator, feedwater,
and local controller modules. ARIES-P was
developed by General Electric In support of
the Power Reactor Inherently Safe Module
(PRISM), a modular LMR concept. A central
design feature of PRISM allows functional
grouping of three small reactor modules (136
MWe) Into a single Independent power block
serviced by a s ingle turbine generator
(Tippets, et a l . 1986). A power station
could have multiple power blocks, with one
operator assigned to full responsibility for
the operation of a single power block from a
workstat ion . The INTEROPS prototype
considers only the operation of a single
reactor module by a single operator.

State variable updates are communicated
to the Data Identification System (DIS), or
shared memory commons. The DIS is like a
blackboard which updates state variables and
instructions.

Peedback control and compensatory
actions within the first few minutes of ein
upset/emergency transient are accomplished
by the digital control system to provide the
operator with time to perform situation
assessment. The accuracy and efficiency of
automatic control depends upon correct input
to the DIS from the alarm handler and

The organizational framework for the
INTEROPS prototype i s provided by SAINT.
SAINT is a discrete-continuous simulation
language which was developed for network
analys i s of human-machine inter faces .
Although i t has been used primarily to
represent well-defined task structures, the
architecture is general enough to represent
cognitive tasking in a network structure, if
an adequate decomposition of cognitive
function can be provided.

The SAINT model i s responsible for
timing and performance of cognitive and
discrete control functions. The prototype
model accounts for the major functions
required to respond to upset conditions
Including monitoring, failure detection,
classification, fault diagnosis, off-normal
planning, task scheduling, supervisory
control, and discrete control. The SAINT
model reads the state variable array from
the DIS at regular short Intervals in order
to update the model concerning plant status.
An interpretation of substate estimates is
then passed to the knowledge-based model.

The SAINT language possesses limited
c a p a b i l i t y to u t i l i z e deep knowledge
structures. Knowledge enhancement of the
SAINT model was provided by an infusion of
expertise from the knowledge-based model.
This module was developed within the model-
Ing environment of Personal Consultant Plus
(PC+), which is best known as an expert
system development too l . User-written
functions in PC Scheme were used to modify
the PC+ environment such that the model
could perform as a subsystem of the SAINT
model.

During an execution of the simulation
system, the knowledge-based module Is
continuously re i terated to produce new
diagnoses on the basis of current informa-
tion. It waits for the data f i le if SAINT
has not generated a new f i le . Trend esti-
mates of state variables are read from an
input f i l e , and diagnostic candidates and
confirmed faults returned to SAINT as a
separate output f i le . SAINT also waits for
the output f i l e from the knowledge-based
•ode l i f i t has not updated the f i l e
previously read by SAINT. Appropriate
supervisory and discrete control actions are
se lected by SAINT on the basis of the
achieved diagnosis.

The INTEROPS prototype executes at user
option in a closed loop or open loop mode.
Closed loop performance occurs when discrete
control actions Identified by the SAINT
model are written as Instructions to the DIS
and credited in the proper time frame. Dis-
crete control actions are selected in the
open loop mode also; however. Instructions
are not written to the DIS blackboard. Con-
sequently, ARIES-P response is unaffected by
operator control in this mode. ARIES-P is
not executed as an on-line program in closed
loop mode. Results from previous simulation
runs are stored in a data f i le , and loaded
during execution of the SAINT model. An



advantage cf closed loop execution Is that
the system run speed Is not United by the
slow execution of the ARIES-P program.

The simulation model system is dis tr i -
buted among multiple computers and pro-
gramming environments. A Vax/VMS 8600
computer i s host to ARIES-P and the SAINT
model. Both codes are written In FORTRAN.
The knowledge-based model is Implemented on
an IBM PC/AT-corapatIble machine and i s
written in PC Scheme. File transfer between
the main siaulation module (SAINT) and the
knowledge-based module i s facilitated by the
KERMIT ut i l i ty .

NETWORK SIMULATION OF COGNITIVE TASKS

The SAINT model s t r u c t u r e was d e l i b e r -
a t e l y r e s t r i c t e d to a manageable number of
t a s k s (Figure 2) for e a s e of communication
and interpretation. The network diagram
shows only the skeleton or outline of the
model structure, with the substance proviu~d
by user-written FORTRAN subprograms compris-
ing approximately 2300 lines of code. Four
task clusters are associated with the top-
level operator functions: (1) information-
seeking; (2) normal planning; (3) fault
management; and (4) scheduling/execution.

Normal planning Is Initiated following
Identification of the current power level.
A goal i s formulated on the basis of
demanded power level , and then decomposed
Into subgoals. Procedure look-up accounts
for the act ivi t ies required to retrieve a
script associated with the current subgoal.

Information seeking i s a source
a c t i v i t y beginning with tha implicit
stochastic decision to update plant status
or to ret ire to a quiescent monitoring
atate . Discrete monitoring consists of
sampling state variables from a dynamic
priority queue. Dynamic priorities may be
temporarily increased due to off-tolerance
read ing , usage in confirming faul t
candidates, or to satisfy the requirements
of a supervisory control task. Priority
classes in order of decreasing priority are:
(1) alarm onset; (2) monitor request; (3)
primary parameter; (4) secondary parameter;
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and (S) redundant parameter. Alarm onset
draws attention from a quiescent state.
Information processing of sensory input is
normally veridical; stochastic error is
unbiased and gamma-distributed. Interpre-
tation of inputs involves transformation of
quantitative-analogue short-term memory
representations into qualitative represent-
a t ions more s u i t a b l e for reasoning.
Parameters are represented as tolerance
qualities (normal, upscale, downscale) and
rate qual i t i es (constant, increasing,
decreasing.) Trends are represented as
strings constructed from local rate quali-
t ies and extended rate qualities inferred
from changes in tolerance category (e.g.
from normal to upscale.)

Following detection of a system failure
( I . e . alarm onset), new fault diagnosis
ac t iv i ty i s in i t ia ted contingent upon
arrival of a new alarm "cluster." If a
previous diagnosis i s reconfirmed, no
further activity in the network is triggered
except for updating the monitor request
queue. New diagnoses (in addition to
confirmation of previous event detection)
are added to the compensation procedure
queue. If a preemptive procedure Is
I d e n t i f i e d , a l l task ac t iv i ty in the
schedul 1 n g / e x e c u t i o n subnetwork Is
suspended.

Scheduling act iv i t ies are hierarch-
ically controlled. Procedures await sched-
uling In the procedure queue, and are
decomposed into task components, which await
execution In the task queue. Tasks are
assigned to supervisory or discrete control
contingent upon their assignment In the
allocation matrix. The model attempts to
verify the completion of tasks assigned to
the digital control syetem. Verification
failure signals discrete control of the same
task. The sink task is signalled upon
completion of the final task of the final
compensation procedure.

KNOWLEDGE ENHANCEMENT

The s t r u c t u r e of the knowledge-based
model was provided by the Personal Consult-
ant Plus modeling environment. Knowledge
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Figure 2. SAINT Task Network
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Figure 3. Frame Structure of expertise

is represented In more than 200 production
rules augmented with certainty factor
computations In both the antecedent and
c o n c l u s i o n c l a u s e s . The cer ta in ty
associated with the conclusion is recur-
sively defined as the sum of the initial
certainty and the product of the certainty
factor and the remaining uncertainty.
Premise uncertainty proportionally decre-
ments conclusion certainty.

The model has a frame structure (Figure
3) consisting of a single parent frame and
two child frames: alarm analysis and para-
meter analysis. The parent is a dummy frame
which controls alternate instantiations of
alarm and parameter analysis. Alarm analy-
s i s is the f irst subframe to be instan-
tiated. Alarm qualities are read from the
Input f i le as the frame attempts to solve
Its goal through backward chaining. The
goal is to achieve a fault HYPOTHESIS, which
may be multiple valued. All event possibil-
ities exceeding the certainty threshold are
assigned to HYPOTHESIS. The goals of the
next instantiation of parameter analysis are
given by the current value(s) of HYPOTHESIS.
Parameter analysis traces only those produc-
tion rules which mention a fault hypothesis
in the antecedent clause, as the frame
attempts to verify fault candidates.

The knowledge-based model is updated
during each instantiation of alarm analysis
by reading an input fi le containing current
alarm qual i t i e s and parameter trends.
Diagnoses and monitor request items are
written into the output file which is sent
during each instantiat ion of parameter
analysis.

The knowledge base i s a t r i - l e v e l
pattern matcher, where input units are
strings (trends), intermediate units refer
to summary plant concepts (e.g. primary
loop, secondary loop), and output units are
event p o s s i b i l i t i e s . Most conclusion
certainty factors are simply the normalized
number of bits associated with the alarm
quality or trend.

COGNITIVE RELEVANCE

Forgetting and Certainty Maintenance

The model accounts for the temporal
nature of information in episodic memory
stores by allowing confidence in discretely
sampled qualities to decay as a function of
time. Exponential decay represents the
effects of forgetting and loss of confidence
in a stat ic estimate of a state variable.
Certainty factors (P) are maintained by
SAINT as s tate variables by using the
following equation:

Pn - 100 • EXP[-a*0*(tn - tp)] (1)

where a , /3 are the decay rates due to forget-
ting and discrete sampling, tn is present
time, and tp is the time the parameter was
previously sampled. The Initial value PQ
equals zero, and the regulated value PQ
after discrete sampling Is 100. Therefore
the range of P is from 0 to 100.

It Is assumed that although alarm onset
Is discretely sampled, alarm annunciation
panels provide an ambient stimulus tor
continuous maintenance of alarm qualities.
Thus, representation of alarm annunciation
does not decay over time. The model also
considers negative evidence, i.e., the null
event represented by an alarm which does not
annunciate. Since null events do not have
crisp boundaries, their certainties accum-
ulate gradually. This cognitive feature is
reflected as exponential growth of alarm
null event certainty (A):

100 - 100 • EXP[-0»(tn - t0)] (2)

where t0 is the time at simulation initia-
tion and 6 Is growth rate. Initial null
event certainty Ao is zero. Alarm certain-
ties range from 0 to 100.

Cognitive Tunneling and Stress

Stress is an important Intervening
variable in cognitive perforraai.ee. A simple
stress concept, time pressure. Is incorpor-
ated into the prototype model. When the
plant is in normal operating state, stress
Is assumed to be at baseline level; Job
duties are routine and the goals of safety
and availability are being jointly satis-
fled. Detection of system failure initiates
stress accumulation and gradually approaches
a maximum value until fault diagnosis has
been successfully completed. During this
interval of increasing time pressure, the
system state is unstable, plant integrity
and availability are threatened, and the
operator is in unfamiliar territory without
a plan to compensate or correct system
failure. Peak stress occurs at the time of
achieving a diagnosis and then decreases
monotonlcally to the baseline level. Time
pressure (S) Is defined as a state variable
and computed as follows:

1 - EXP[-(tn-fc0)*X]
EXP[-(tn-t2)*AJ -

E X P I f t t C A ]

if tn<tj
if t!<tn<t2

if tn>t2 (3)



where tj is time of failure detection, t2 is
time of diagnosis, and X Is time stress
growth/decay rate. Exponential growth of
time stress was selected in accordance with
Sheridan (1981), who suggested an exponen-
tial relationship between time stress and
reliability.

Dirkin (1983) reported that many
studies have found a reduction In the range
of cue utilization (cognitive tunneling) in
a monitoring task under stress. Cognitive
tunneling Is explained In the model as a
s t o c h a s t i c narrowing of the range of
u t i l i za t ion of evidence in diagnostic
reasoning. If Eo Is the proportion of
evidence randomly Ignored during fault
diagnosis, then the further cognitive
narrowing (E) due to time stress is given
by:

E 0 + (1 - ( 4 )

This method of computing the effect of
time stress on cognitive performance has one
significant advantage over previous
approaches. Sheridan (1981) criticized the
exponential stress-reliability curve on the
basis that operators may not recognize a
crisis exists at the time of event occur-
rence. They may commit a series of Inappro-
priate responses before recognition occurs.
The INTEROPS prototype is not vulnerable to
this criticism because time stress accumula-
tion is not initiated until detection of a
system failure.

Confirmation Bias

Spettell and Llebert (19S6) described a
cognitive heuristic called suppression bias
or confirmation bins. Its use may lead to
error, because "once operators identify a
possible interpretation or diagnosis of an
abnormal state, they may subsequently
process information relevant to the situa-
tion in a biased fashion, (p. 546)"
INTEROPS uses confirmation bias to narrow
the search during parameter analysis. Only
production rules related to fault candidates
identified during alarm analysis are tried
during the confirmation phase involving
analysis of parameter trends.

Evidence Chunking and Reasoning

The model uses intelligent criteria to
determine when to commit its resources to a
new fault diagnosis. Alarm onsets are
"chunked" according to temporal grouping.
New diagnosis is initiated only following
the arrival of an alarm cluster, and not
following the arrival of each new piece of
evidence. This feature is Implemented with
a state variable which accumulates the time
following alarm onset. A state variable
monitor signals fault diagnosis at each
threshold crossing of the state variable.
The model also initiates new fault diagnosis
at long Intervals after the last alarm
annunciation, if it has not achieved a
diagnosis.

Intentional Error

Norman (1981) distinguished between
action slips and intentional sources of
error. The INTEROPS prototype has several
examples of action/mental slips, e.g., task
switching, task deletion, failure to
consider evidence, or classification slips.
Intentional error may result from mistaken
intentions caused by mental slips, e.g.
failure to consider evidence. Alterna-
tively, mistaken Intentions may arise from
Inherent deficiencies in knowledge struc-
tures. Vulnerability to intentional error
peake during the first few minutes of a
transient. Pattern recognition capability is
low and, consequently, the likelihood of
confusion is elevated. If the event recog-
nition threshold is low enough, a premature
diagnosis may be accepted by the model.
This type of error can be costly, propagat-
ing error throughout the remainder of the
network, and Interfering with correct event
recognition because of confirmation bias.
Corrupted procedural knowledge is also a
potent source of intentional error, although
it is assumed that the prototype model
possesses accurate procedural knowledge.

PERFORMANCE MZASUREMENT

The INTEROPS prototype provides detail-
ed output statistics on single iterations
and summary statistics for multiple itera-
tions if Monte Carlo tnchnlques are being
used to estimate population variance.

Cognitive Workload

The SAINT language allows for the
definition of all-or-none resources which
can be attached to task performance. A
time-shared cognltlva resource was also
defined using resource attributes and a new
state variable. It Is easiest to think of
this resource as a limited capacity working
memory store which may undertake multiple
tasks. The state variable tracks perform-
ance timing of purely cognitive tasks. An
output statistic summarizes the mean number
of activated cognitive tasks, or the mean
number of tasks sharing the cognitive
resource. This statistic provides an
Indication of the average cognitive workload
for the task environment. Peak shared
resource utilization is also reported.

Another concept of cognitive workload
is the cognitive queue size. Large queues
are indicative of greater mental processing
demands, whereas small or empty queues do
not strain cognitive resources. INTEROPS
monitors the length of the monitor request
and compensation procedure queues and
reports statistics on mean and peak queue
size.

Diagnostic Sensitivity

If Monte Carlo simulations are per-
formed for each member of the set of
initiating events, an N X N confusion matrix
(C) can be produced, where N is the size of
the event set. Each cell shows the relative
frequency CJ-J of selecting event J given the



occurrence of event 1. Diagnostic sensitiv-
i t y i s maximized when the main diagonal
entries are high, and off-diagonal entries
are low. A diagnostic sensitivity index can
be generated by taking the difference
between the mean diagonal and mean off-
diagonal cells . An Index value of unity Is
obtained under perfect sensitivity. A lack
of sensi t iv i ty Is Indicated If the Index
value i s zero. Negative values (below
chance performance) suggest a corrupted
knowledge base. The prototype model
provides output statistics on both Initial
and final diagnoses.

Response Latency

Response latency may be defined as the
time Intervening between event occurrence
and the start of the first supervisory or
discrete control task. Response latency
data may aid decisions concerning which
functions must be performed by the Plant
Protection System in response to a transient
which threatens plant Integrity.

Verification and Discrete Control Error

For each Initiating event, there exists
a prescription for the set of tasks which
must be performed to achieve a safe plant
state. A subset of this set Is allocated to
the d i g i t a l control system (DCS). The
remainder of the task set is the responsi-
bility of the operator. The modal attempts
to verify the performance of al l tasks
allocated to the DCS. This gives rise to a
2 X 2 matrix describing ver i f i ca t ion
performance, and four outcome possibilities.
Bach cell denotes the frequencies for: (1)
verifying an action performed by the DCS
(hit) : (2) failure to verify a DCS action
(miss); (3) verifying an action not per-
frrmed by the DCS (false alarm); or (4)
correct f a i l u r e to verify an act ion.
Outcomes can be Inferred from the output
statist ics .

The outcome matrix for discrete control
shows frequencies for: (1) correct action;
(2) unnecessary action; (3) task deletion;
and (4) correct failure to exercise discrete
control.

APPLICATIONS

The primary a p p l i c a t i o n Intended for
INTEROPS i s to serve as a dec i s ion aid to
support a l l o c a t i o n of functions between the
operator and automatic control system. An
additional application is the cross-
validation of existing techniques of human
reliability assessment. Other possible uses
exist in the areas of on-line operator
decision aiding, training, procedure evalua-
tion, and display design.

MODEL EVALUATION

The INTEROPS prototype provides a
reasonable account of the cognitive perform-
ance of the NPP operator. It addresses the
criterion of cognitive relevance through its
capabilities to represent the effects of
forgetting, time stress, confirmation bias.

evidence chunking, and intentional error.
Knowledge-based support of the network
structure extends its capability to utilize
cognitive representations. Limited valida-
tion efforts are planned in coordination
with sensitivity testing of model para-
meters. Full-scale versions of INTEROPS
which are less procedure-oriented and more
knowledge-Intensive are currently being
planned.
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